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23 bound volumes, 3 textile crafts, 3 linen maps on rollers, 1 linen map, 1 col. poster, 3 bound photograph albums, 4 drawings, 23 negatives, 74 B&W photographs, 3 col. photographs, 2 copper card plates, 3 electroplates, [195 cm] textual records
Bucke, Richard Maurice:
One of seven children, Richard Maurice Bucke was born on March 18, 1837 at Methwold, Norfolk, England to parents Horatio Walpole Bucke and Clarissa Andrews Bucke. His parents emigrated to Canada in his first year and settled in London, Ontario. At 16 Bucke left home and moved to the United States, where he worked in several locations as a labourer. In 1856 Bucke travelled to the Sierra Nevada where he joined forces with the prospectors Allen and Hosea Grosh. Hosea died within the year of blood poisoning, and in 1857 Bucke and Allen Grosh were lost in a snowstorm. They went 5 days and 4 nights without food or fire, until they arrived at a small mining camp. Grosh died of exhaustion and exposure, while Bucke recovered, despite losing one foot and part of the other to severe frostbite.

Upon his return to Canada in 1858, Bucke enrolled at McGill University to study medicine. He graduated in 1862 with the distinction of being the gold medalist of his year and winning a prize for his thesis, "The Correlation of Vital and Physical Forces." After spending time in Europe for post-graduate studies he returned to Sarnia to take over his late brother's medical practice. He was summoned to California in 1864 to give evidence in the Comstock Lode Litigation before returning to Canada in 1865 where he married Jessie Maria Gurd and settled down to practice medicine in Sarnia for the following ten years. Bucke and his wife had 8 children: Clare Georgina (1866 - 1867), Maurice Andrews (1868 - 1899), Jessie Clare (1870 - 1943), William Augustus (1873 - 1933), Edward Pardee (1875 - 1913), Ina Matilda (1877 - 1968), Harold Langmuir (1879 - 1951) and Robert Walpole (1881 - 1923). His first born, Clare Georgina, died at 10 months old, and his eldest son, Maurice Andrews, was killed in an accident in 1899.

Bucke was appointed Medical Superintendent at the new mental hospital in Hamilton in 1876, and after a year he was transferred to the Ontario Hospital in London where he served for 25 years. Bucke read Walt Whitman's "Leaves of Grass" in 1867 and claimed it to be one of the most important events of his life. He travelled to New Jersey to meet Whitman in 1877 which marked the beginning of a long, close friendship between the two men. Upon Whitman's death in 1892, Bucke became one of his literary executors and was a pall bearer at his funeral.

Bucke was one of the first of his time to depart from orthodox therapeutics at the Asylum. By 1882 he had abolished the medicinal use of alcohol in the Asylum and by 1883 he had discontinued the use of physical restraints and initiated an open-door policy. He also pioneered many surgical "cures" for lunacy, including gynaecological surgery.

Bucke was an active writer, and his many noted works include several psychiatric papers, "Walt Whitman, a biography of the man," "Man's Moral Nature," and "Cosmic Consciousness," the last of which has been held in high esteem for many years and reprinted many times since its publication.

Bucke was one of the founders of the University of Western Ontario's Medical School and in 1882 was appointed Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases, as well as elected Fellow of the Royal Society of Canada. Bucke delivered the opening academic lecture of the year at McGill University by request of the medical faculty in 1891. He became President of the Psychological Section of the British Medical Association in 1897, and the following year he was elected President of the American Medico-Psychological Association.

Bucke died suddenly after slipping on the veranda of his home and striking his head on February 19, 1902. He is buried in Mount Pleasant Cemetery, London, Ontario.
Scope and Content
This fonds consists of letters, manuscripts, articles, poems, addresses, lectures, journals, reports, notes, reviews, invitations, photographs, posters, negatives, drawings, maps, receipts, crafts, electroplates, and other materials relating to Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke and his family, friends, studies, work, and personal life.
Series Descriptions

AFC 203-S1 Correspondence.
1798-1947.
2 bound volumes, Textual records

Scope and Content
This series consists of files containing letters and poems to and from Dr. Bucke, his family, and various other correspondents.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S1-SS1 Correspondence to Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke.
1857-1902.
Textual records
Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing letters written to Dr. Bucke from various family members, friends, colleagues, businesses and publications.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F1 From B. Andrews. -- 1875. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter that makes reference to Dr. Bucke's manuscript "The Functions of the Great Sympathetic Nervous System."

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F2 From Dr. Daniel Longaker. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter supporting Horace Traubel's recommendation that Dr. Longaker attend Walt Whitman during his last illness.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F3 From Biggs Andrews and William John Gurd. -- 1865-1881. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
These files contain letters concerning Bucke family matters in England and Canada. 2 folders.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F4 From Maurice Andrews Bucke. -- 1890-1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
These files contain letters from Dr. Bucke's eldest son, chiefly addressed from Kaslo, British Columbia, discussing mining affairs in the Kootenay district where he was employed as an engineer. Also includes the following: assay notices; draft notices in accounts with the Whitewater, Golden Eagle, and Snow Bird mineral claims; receipts; 1 letter from T. Arnold Haultain to his brother Herbert E.T. Haultain, requesting information concerning Dr. Bucke's studies on the origin of moral instinct, 1 letter from Maurice Andrews Bucke to William Kittermaster; and a hospital record from New Denver, British Columbia, for Maurice Andrews Bucke. 2 folders.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F5 From Alpheus Bull. -- 1863-1865. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains letters written from San Francisco regarding mining activities and calling
upon Dr. Bucke to testify in a litigation with the Gould & Curry Mining Company concerning the ownership of the Comstock mine.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F6 From Edward Carpenter. -- 1880-1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains letters from a writer and fellow Whitman follower living near Sheffield, England, exchanging literary and philosophical ideas.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F7 From Charles Downing. -- 1890. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from a writer on Shakespeare living in Streatham, England, presenting to Dr. Bucke at Alfred Forman's request, a copy of his book, "God in Shakespeare," and suggesting its publication in North America.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F8 From Edy & Perry, Photographers. -- 1878. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a receipt for two coloured photographs from London, Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F9 From Alfred W. Forman. -- 1864-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains letters, chiefly addressed from London, England, discussing literary and theatrical activities, the Gurd water-meter, for which Alfred Forman was to be the British agent, and family matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F10 From Alma Murray Forman. -- 1891-1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains letters addressed from West Kensington, London, discussing Ms. Forman's professional prospects in the theatre, family matters, Walt Whitman's death and funeral, and inquiring about the Gurd water-meter which her husband was to launch in England.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F11 From Freda Forman. -- 1895. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter addressed from Newcastle-on-Tyne, acknowledging receipt of a photograph of Dr. Bucke and discussing family matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F12 From Harry Buxton Forman. -- 1864-1894. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
These files contain letters chiefly addressed from London, England, discussing contemporary European and American literary figures, musical and scientific events, publication news, the literary and professional work of Dr. Bucke, H.B. Forman, and Alfred Forman, as well as family matters. Includes a list of book prices and 12 accounts with H.B. Forman for books ordered on Dr. Bucke's behalf. 2 folders.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F13 From Jessie H. Forman. -- 1895. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter fro the younger sister of Harry Buxton and Alfred William Forman living in Kensington, acknowledging receipt of a photograph of Dr. Bucke and discussing
family matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F14 From Maurice Buxton Forman. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from the literary editor, son of Harry Buxton Forman and namesake of R.M. Bucke in London, England, acknowledging receipt of a gift copy of Dr. Bucke's "The Value of the Study of Medicine."

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F15 From Reverend A.B. Grosh. -- 1857-1861. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
These files contain letters addressed from Marietta, Pennsylvania, and later Utica and Washington, D.C., from the Universalist clergyman and father of Ethan Allen and Hosea Grosh, Dr. Bucke's companions in Nevada. Includes copies, in Reverend Grosh's hand, of letters from E. Allen Grosh to F.J. Hoover, describing the crossing of the Sierra Nevada with Dr. Bucke, and from W. Harrison to F.J. Hoover informing him of E. Allen Grosh's death and burial. Also includes a letter from Dr. Francis Condie to Reverend Grosh in reply to Dr. Bucke's inquiries about medical schools in Philadelphia. 2 folders.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F16 From Herbert E.T. Haultain. -- 1893. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from Maurice A. Bucke's partner in Kaslo, British Columbia. Includes sketch map of the Kootenay District, B.C.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F17 From Elbert Hubbard. -- 1899-1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains letters concerning publishing activities. Includes advertisements, invitations, a quotation from Maeterlinck, and a membership card of the Society of the Philistines.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F18 From Robert Green Ingersoll. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter addressed from New York, warning Dr. Bucke against the "Bacon Theory."

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F19 From John H. Johnston. -- 1888. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter from the organizer for Whitman's lectures and diamond merchant in Saratoga, New York, informing Dr. Bucke of Robert G. Ingersoll's acceptance to speak at Walt Whitman's funeral.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F20 From Wilson MacDonald. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter from a New York City sculptor, proposing a cast to be made of Walt Whitman's head.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F21 From David McKay, Publisher. -- 1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from the Philadelphia publisher concerning a forthcoming printed

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F22 From Ellen M. O'Connor (Mrs. William Douglas). -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter addressed from Washington, D.C., informing Dr. Bucke of books, including those on the Bacon-Shakespeare question, that Mrs. O'Connor is presenting from her late husband's library.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F23 From Dr. William Osler. -- 1899-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains 6 brief letters from the Canadian doctor in Baltimore and 2 notes from his secretary concerning subscription of books for Dr. Bucke and literary matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F24 From G.P. Putnam's Sons, Publishers. -- 1879-1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains 5 accounts and 2 memoranda from New York, concerning Dr. Bucke's "Man's Moral Nature."

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F25 From Arthur J. Stringer. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from an editor for the American Press Association in New York, indicating the enclosure of a proof copy of a short article on and portrait of Dr. Bucke (not located) to be nationally syndicated.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F26 From J.Z. Tibbits. -- 1861. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter addressed from Iowa Hill, California, to Dr. Bucke in Montreal, urging him to establish his mining claims along with those of Reverend A.B. Grosh.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F27 From Trübner & Co., Publishers. -- 1881. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains printed terms for publishing books on commission with the London (England) publishers, with appended account for Dr. Bucke's "Man's Moral Nature."

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F28 From J.W. Wallace. -- 1890-1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of letters from a member of the Bolton "College" in Lancashire, discussing Walt Whitman and literary studies.

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F29 From Willing & Williamson, Publishers. -- 1880-1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains accounts from the Toronto firm for books purchased; also concerning copies on hand of Dr. Bucke's "Man's Moral Nature."

AFC 203-S1-SS1-F30 From Mrs. Robert Smith. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter regarding the absence of Mr. Robert Smith.
This file contains a letter informing Dr. Bucke of a price for papers.

AFC 203-S1-SS2 Correspondence from Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke, 1859-1902.

Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing letters written by Dr. Bucke to various family members, friends, colleagues, businesses and publications.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F1 To Editor of Toronto Weekly Sun. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter to the editor in reply to a short article entitled "The Bacon-Shakespeare Craze" by "A Bystander" [Goldwin Smith], printed in the Weekly Sun, September 2, 1896.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F2 To London Daily News. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter to the editor.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F3 To Harry Buxton Forman. -- 1875. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter that makes reference to Dr. Bucke's manuscript "The Functions of the Great Sympathetic Nervous System."

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F4 To Harold Langmuir Bucke. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains a letter to Dr. Bucke's son at the Royal Military College at Kingston, Ontario, informing him of the death of his brother, Maurice.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F5 To Ina Matilda Bucke. -- 1895-1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
This file contains letters written from Montreal and London, Ontario, to his daughter while visiting relatives in Sarnia, Ontario, and while a student at Havergal School in Toronto, Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F6 To Jessie Maria (Gurd) Bucke. -- 1859-1887. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1

Scope and Content
These files contain letters written to his wife, 4 written prior to their marriage in 1865, and concentrated in the period 1877-1880, when Dr. Bucke was visiting several American Asylums and while accompanying Walt Whitman on his Canadian tour. The letters contain 5 poems. 2 folders.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F7 To Maurice Andrews Bucke. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1
This file contains a copy of a letter to his eldest son in Kaslo, B.C. discussing mining, business, and family matters.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F8 To James Henry Coyne. -- 1895. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of letters from Liberty Island in Muskoka, Ontario, written to a literary friend and Registrar of Deeds in St. Thomas, Ontario, county seat of Elgin. In 1906, Coyne became Dr. Bucke's first biographer.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F9 To Charles Nathan Elliot. -- 1897-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of letters written from London, Ontario and Liberty Island in Muskoka, Ontario, discussing Walt Whitman, publications about him, Dr. Bucke's lectures and studies on Whitman and the Bacon-Shakespeare question.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F10 To Alfred William Forman. -- 1900-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains letters addressed from London, Ontario, to a fellow Whitman follower, author, translator, and brother of Harry Buxton Forman, requesting information on dedication pages, inscriptions, etc. for Dr. Bucke's Bacon-Shakespeare studies.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F11 To Harry Buxton Forman. -- 1879. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a letter to the English scholar, critic, and editor discussing literary works, readings, desiderata items, professional activities, and family news.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F12 To Thomas B. Harned. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of a telegram sent to the barrister and Whitman editor in Philadelphia, requesting news of Whitman's condition.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F13 To Elbert Hubbard. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of letters from London, Ontario, addressed to the American writer, publisher, and founder of Roycroft Books at East Aurora, New York, regarding the proposed publication of "Cosmic Consciousness, or The Kingdom of Heaven; A Study in Mental Evolution."

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F14 To Mr. Lancaster. -- 1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a draft letter of thanks, addressed from the London Asylum, for a concert given at the Asylum on January 16, 1901.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F15 To Mr. Little. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-1**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a copy of a letter from London, Ontario, requesting information on a Latin anagram for Dr. Bucke's Bacon-Shakespeare studies.
AFC 203-S1-SS2-F16 To Horace. L. Traubel. -- 1888-1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
These files contain letters to the American author, editor and publisher and cover subjects including Walt Whitman, his health and financial position, publishing, desiderata items, lectures, matters arising from the executorship of Whitman's will, progress of the Gurd water-meter, and family news. 7 folders.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F17 To Wilson MacDonald. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter in reply to the New York sculptor's letter of February 10, 1892, concerning a proposed cast to be taken upon Walt Whitman's death.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F18 To J.W. Wallace. -- 1890-1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains letters addressed from London, Ontario, and Liberty Island, Muskoka, to a literary friend and Whitman follower in Lancashire. Dr. Bucke discusses Whitman's health, publications, his Bacon-Shakespeare studies, and professional and family matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F19 To Huron Co. Sheriff. -- 1877-1882. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of notifications of removal of patients to the Asylum, written on behalf of the Medical Superintendent to Sheriff Robert Gibbons in Goderich, Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F20 To Middlesex Co. Sheriff. -- 1878. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a notification of removal of patients to the Asylum, written on behalf of the Medical Superintendent to Sheriff Glass, in London, Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F21 To Middlesex Co. Crown Attorney. -- 1879-1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of letters concerning Asylum vacancies, writs of subpoena, witnesses, and notice of patients' health to stand trial, written by or on behalf of the Medical Superintendent to Charles Hutchinson, Crown Attorney and Clerk of the Peace, in London, Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F22 Letter of admittance to the London Asylum. -- 1882. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains a printed form letter, authorized by the Medical Superintendent, with annotations by Dr. Bucke on verso.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F23 To Huron Co. Clerk of the Peace. -- 1890; 1895. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of letters concerning Asylum patients and notice of transfer, written by the Medical Superintendent to Ira Lewis, in Goderich, Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F24 To Medical Practitioners in Southwestern Ontario. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a circular letter, accompanying a brief summary of surgical practices and cases to date at the London Asylum, issued by Dr. Bucke to doctors residing in the London Asylum district of southwestern Ontario.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F25 To Stockholders in the Gurd Meter Company Ltd.. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains a mimeographed circular letter addressed from London, Ontario, for subscription of money. Signed by R.M. Bucke (President) and Philip Eustace Bucke (Secretary), with pencilled notes concerning payments in P.E. Bucke's autograph.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F26 To Johnson & Lanier, Publishers. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter to the publishers concerning "The Cipher in the Sonnets."

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F27 Letter acknowledging condolences. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a printed letter with mourning borders. One of several printed letters issued by Dr. Bucke on the death of his son, Maurice Andrews Bucke in December 1899.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F28 To Pearsons, Publishers. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter on printed stationery of the London Asylum, "re Bacon is Shakespeare," and sent to the editors of Pearson's Magazine, London, England, "with Mr. Alfred Forman's letter of 16th."

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F29 Letter for subscription to 'Cosmic Consciousness'. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a printed circular letter, with subscription order form "to be filled up and returned to Author."

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F30 To the Editorial Reader. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains a draft letter, revised in red ink, to a prospective publisher concerning the placement of the "[De Augmentis] cipher signatures." Letter intended to accompany "all the Shakespeare documents I have," writes Dr. Bucke.

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F31 To the Editorial Reader. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a draft letter "re Shakespeare Epitaph." Page 1 inscribed by Philip Eustace Bucke: "Supposed to be letter Enclosed/PEB."

AFC 203-S1-SS2-F32 Letter for subscription to 'New Light on the Life of Francis Bacon'. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains a draft circular letter, in the hand of a professional copyist on printed stationery of the London Asylum, for subscription to Dr. Bucke's proposed publication on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy. Revisions by Dr. Bucke in red ink and annotated by Philip
Eustace Bucke on page 1.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F33 To Jessie Maria (Gurd) Bucke. -- 1859-1865. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains copies of letters to Dr. Bucke's future wife.

**AFC 203-S1-SS2-F34 To G.W. Burbidge. -- 1885. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a copy of a telegraph regarding travels.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3 Correspondence to and from Bucke Family Members. 1798-1947.**

*2 bound volumes, Textual records*

*Scope and Content*
This sub-series consists of files containing letters and poems written by Bucke family members to each other as well as friends, colleagues, and acquaintances.

*Restrictions*
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3-F1 Bucke Family Poems & Letters. -- 1798-1881. -- 1 bound volume; textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
These files contain original manuscript poems and letters written by Bucke family members. 2 folders.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3-F2 Edward Pardee Bucke Autograph Album. -- 1895. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a bound autograph album belonging to Edward Pardee Bucke.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3-F3 Edward Pardee Bucke to Harry Buxton Forman. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a letter from Dr. Bucke's son in London, Ontario, relating details of his father's death.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3-F4 Bucke Family to James Henry Coyne. -- 1906-1935. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains copies of letters from Ottawa regarding Coyne's 1906 biography of Dr. Bucke, corrections, and suggested insertions; include accounts of Dr. Bucke in California, Professor Sterry Hunt and Dr. John Harkness in Montreal, and Dr. Bucke's membership in the Royal Society of Canada.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3-F5 Bucke Family Correspondence. -- 1864-1881. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains letters to and from Bucke family members on various family matters.

**AFC 203-S1-SS3-F6 Harold L. Bucke & Ina (Bucke) Seaborn. -- 1915-1939. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains letters between Harold Langmuir Bucke and his sister, Ina (Bucke) Seaborn.
Scope and Content
This file contains letters to and from Bucke family members on various family matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS3-F8 Bucke Family Letters. -- 1859-1947. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains letters to and from Bucke family members on various family matters.

AFC 203-S1-SS3-F9 Incomplete Letter from Jessie Clare (Bucke) Pope. -- 1941. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-2
Scope and Content
This file contains an incomplete letter from Jessie Clare, likely to one of her siblings, regarding an article written about their father, Dr. Bucke.
AFC 203-S2 Medical and Asylum Records.
1860-1913.
8 bound volumes, Textual records

Scope and Content
This series consists of files containing lectures, addresses, manuscripts written by Dr. Bucke, newspaper clippings relating to the delivery of his lectures, addresses and manuscripts, copies of Dr. Bucke's official reports as superintendent of the Hamilton Asylum for the Insane and the London Asylum for the Insane, Dr. Bucke's notebooks, which chronicle his daily duties and appointments at the Asylum for the Insane, patients, diagnoses, treatments, payments, and instructions to staff. The files also contain copies of Dr. Edward Pardee Bucke's prescription sheets, a letter from Nelson Henry Beemer, an employee of the Asylum, and a minute book containing inspection reports for the London Asylum.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S2-SS1 Lectures and Publications.
1860-1901.
Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing lectures, addresses, and manuscripts written by Dr. Bucke, and newspaper clippings relating to the delivery of his lectures, addresses and manuscripts.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F1 The Effect of Alcohol on the Nervous System. -- 1889. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains an address delivered by Dr. Bucke to the Prohibition Club about the effect of alcohol upon the nervous system.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F2 The Value of the Study of Medicine. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a manuscript of Dr. Bucke's introductory lecture read before the Faculty of Medicine of McGill College at the opening of the 59th session. The paper was published in the Montreal Medical Journal, November 1891, XX, 5, p. 321-345.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F3 [Medical MSS.] Modern Surgery. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a typescript of a letter to the editor of the London News, October 6, 1896, regarding surgical practices at the London Asylum for the Insane.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F4 Surgery at the Asylum. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a manuscript regarding surgical practices at the London Asylum for the Insane.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F5 The Story (A Brief History) of the Care of the Insane in Ontario. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains an account of the history of insane asylums in Ontario that was intended

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F6 Surgery at the London Asylum for the Insane. -- [1898]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a brief summary of surgical and gynecological work at the London Asylum for the Insane, including specific cases of women cured by gynecological surgery. It was published in the Thirty-first Annual Report of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September 1898, p. 73-82.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F7 Operations Initiated at the London Asylum for the Insane. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains the manuscript of a lecture drafted by Dr. Bucke, but not delivered, about operations taking place at the London Asylum.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F8 Correlation of the Vital and Physical Forces. -- 1862. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Dr. Bucke’s thesis for his medical degree from McGill College, which won the Governor’s prize. It was published in the British American Journal, articles XXVII, XXXIII, and XXXIX (1862).

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F9 Functions of the Great Sympathetic Nervous System. -- 1877. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an address prepared by Dr. Bucke and delivered at the annual meeting of the Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane, which later came to be known as the American Medico-Psychological Association. It was published in the American Journal of Insanity, XXXIV, 2, October 1877, p. 115-159.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F10 Moral Nature and the Great Sympathetic. -- 1878. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a paper by Dr. Bucke that was read before the annual meeting of the Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane. It was published in the American Journal of Insanity, XXXV, 2, October 1878, p. 229-253.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F11 Alcohol in Health and Disease. -- 1879. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a revised and expanded version of a speech by Dr. Bucke delivered at the 12th annual meeting of the Dominion Medical Association.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F12 Growth of the Intellect. -- 1882. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a paper by Dr. Bucke read at the 39th session of the Association of Medical Superintendents. It was published in the American Journal of Insanity, XXIX, 1, July 1882, p. 36-54.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F13 Sanity. -- 1890. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a paper by Dr. Bucke read at the 44th annual meeting of the Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane. It was

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F14 Value of the Study of Medicine. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains newspaper clippings about the delivery of Dr. Bucke's lecture entitled "The Value of the Study of Medicine," and a copy of the lecture read before the Faculty of Medicine of McGill College at the opening of the 59th session. It was published in the Montreal Medical Journal, XX, 5, November 1891, p. 321-345.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F15 Origin of Insanity. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains newspaper clippings about the delivery of Dr. Bucke's paper entitled "The Origin of Insanity," and a copy of the paper read at the annual meeting of the Association of Medical Superintendents of American Institutions for the Insane. The paper was published in the American Journal of Insanity, XLIX, 1, July 1892, p. 56-66.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F16 A Suggestion for the Care of a Certain Class of Lunatics and Some Other Dependent Persons. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Dr. Bucke's scheme for settling a "colony" of insane persons on unused government land to help in their recovery through "retail therapy" and thereby alleviate the pressures of increased asylum population. It was published as an appendix to the Twenty-eighth Annual Report of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September 1895. It is also found in Ontario Sessional Papers, XXVIII, 3, 1896, no. 11, p. 38-46.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F17 Gynecological Notes. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a paper by Dr. Bucke read before the annual meeting of the American Medico-Psychological Association. It was published in American Medico-Psychological Association Proceedings, III, 1896, p. 139-146.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F18 Modern Surgery. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Dr. Bucke's letter to the editor of the London News, published September 23, 1896.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F19 Some Remarks upon the Relation of Law to Insanity. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a paper by Dr. Bucke, published as an appendix to the Twenty-ninth Annual Report of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September 1896. It is also found in Ontario Sessional Papers, XXIX, 4, 1897, no. 10, p. 76-79.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F20 Surgery Among the Insane in Canada. -- 1898. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of the presidential address by Dr. Bucke delivered before the American Medico-Psychological Association at its 54th annual meeting. It is published in American Medico-Psychological Association Proceedings, V, 1898, p. 71-88 and the American Journal of Insanity, LV, 1, July 1898, p. 1-19.
AFC 203-S2-SS1-F21 Short History of Sewage Disposal at the Asylum for the Insane, London, Ontario. -- 1898. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a paper by Dr. Bucke read before the Ontario Association of Executive Health Officers at the Ottawa Convention. It is published in Canadian Engineer, VI, 6, October 1898, p. 155-156.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F22 Two Hundred Operative Cases - Insane Women. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a paper by Dr. Bucke delivered to the American Medico-Psychological Association. It is published in American Medico-Psychological Association Proceedings, VII, 1900, p. 99-105.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F23 How Shall We Dispose of Our Sewage?. -- 1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a paper by Dr. Bucke that is published in the Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette, XVII, 4, April 1901, p. 193-194.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F24 [Notebook I] Notes for Introductory Lecture . -- 1882-1884. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains Dr. Bucke's notebook with draft notes for a lecture delivered in Victoria Hall at the Medical School of Western University on October 1, 1883. Parts of this draft were also incorporated into some of his other lectures.

AFC 203-S2-SS1-F25 Advertising Testimonial by E.H. Bucke. -- 1860. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an advertising testimonial by Edward Horatio Bucke, published in the Sarnia Tribune, April 3, 1860.

AFC 203-S2-SS2 Superintendent Reports. 1877-1899. Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing copies of Dr. Bucke's official reports as superintendent of the Hamilton Asylum for the Insane and the London Asylum for the Insane.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S2-SS2-F1 Medical Superintendent's Report. -- 1877. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Dr. Bucke's first report as a hospital superintendent at the Asylum for the Insane in Hamilton, Ontario. It is published in the Ninth Annual Report of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September 1876. It is also found in Ontario Sessional Papers, IX, 1, 1877, no. 2, p. 253-260.

AFC 203-S2-SS2-F2 Medical Superintendent's Reports. -- 1878-1885. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Dr. Bucke's reports chronicling his work as medical superintendent at the London Asylum for the Insane. They are published as appendices to
the Annual Reports of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September [1877-1885]. They are also found in Ontario Sessional Papers in the corresponding volumes.

**AFC 203-S2-SS2-F3 Medical Superintendent's Report (Alcohol and the Mode of Action on the Nervous System). -- 1889. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a copy of part of Dr. Bucke's annual report in which he details his theory of the effects of alcohol on the mind and body, with special reference to insanity. It is published as an appendix to the Twenty-first Annual Report of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September 1888. It is also found in Ontario Sessional Papers, XXI, 1, 1889, no. 1, p. 25-40.

**AFC 203-S2-SS2-F4 Medical Superintendent's Report (Insanity Among Pauper and Assisted Emigrants). -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a copy of an editorial account of part of a superintendent's report by Dr. Bucke printed by the London Free Press, February 23, 1899. It is published as an appendix to the Thirty-first Annual Report of the Inspector of Prisons and Public Charities for the Province of Ontario for the year ending 30th September 1898. It is also found in Ontario Sessional Papers, XXXI, 4, 1898, no. 11, p. 71-116.

**AFC 203-S2-SS3 Medical Journals and Ledgers. 1865-1913.**

8 bound volumes, Textual records

**Scope and Content**
This sub-series consists of files containing Dr. Bucke's notebooks which chronicle his daily duties and appointments at the Asylum for the Insane, patients, diagnoses, treatments, payments, and instructions to staff. The files also contain copies of Dr. Edward Pardee Bucke's prescription sheets, a letter from Nelson Henry Beemer, an employee of the Asylum, and a minute book containing inspection reports for the London Asylum.

**Restrictions**
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

**AFC 203-S2-SS3-F1 Private Journal. -- 1878. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-4**

**Scope and Content**
This bound notebook contains daily entries recording Dr. Bucke's duties and appointments at the Asylum for the Insane, associates, social events, readings, personal health, and correspondence.

**AFC 203-S2-SS3-F2 Medical Case Book. -- 1867-1869. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-4**

**Scope and Content**
This bound notebook contains entries, in Dr. Bucke's hand, recording patients, diagnoses, treatments prescribed, and prescription numbers.

**AFC 203-S2-SS3-F3 Medical Ledger A. -- 1865-1872. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-4**

**Scope and Content**
This bound notebook contains entries, in Dr. Bucke's hand, recording patients' accounts mainly for the years 1865-1868. Entries later annotated by R.M. Bucke concerning receipt of payments through December 1872 and forwarded to Medical Ledger B.

**AFC 203-S2-SS3-F4 Medical Ledger B. -- 1868-1872. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-4**
Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains Dr. Bucke's patient accounts dated May 15, 1868 to March 7, 1872. Pages 362, 365 contain "Index to Letters;" pages 366-678 contain entries alphabetized A-Z and dated September 15, 1871 to February 19, 1872, with many pages blank; pages 680-692 contain "Petty Accounts;" pages 693-694 with entries for Wm. Saunders of London, January 6, 1878 to June 28, 1870. Entries later annotated by R. M. Bucke concerning receipt of payments through December 1872.

AFC 203-S2-SS3-F5 Medical Ledger C. -- 1869-1870. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-5
Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains entries, in Dr. Bucke's hand, coded to those in Medical Ledgers A and B, and record accounts payable and received.

AFC 203-S2-SS3-F6 Medical Superintendent's Journal . -- 1877-1884. -- Bound volume, Microform. -- Box Number AFC 203-5
M501
Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains daily entries recording Dr. Bucke's duties, inspections, appointments, and other Asylum business, excursions, and writing. One autograph letter of two pages dated November 20, 1878 by Nelson Henry Beemer, employee of the Asylum, to R.M. Bucke, is inserted after page 154 in reference to the entry of November 23, 1878. Two leaves are inserted after page 206 to expand entry of July 14, 1879. Topical keywords are inserted in margins. Microform copy in M501.

AFC 203-S2-SS3-F7 Medical Superintendent's Order Book. -- 1879-1890. -- Bound volume, Microform. -- Box Number AFC 203-5
M501
Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains notices, regulations, and instructions for Asylum staff, signed by Dr. Bucke or in his name. Pages 64, 66, 70, and 82 are wanting, page 102-103 contain copies of letters sent on Asylum business, pages 105-146 are blank. Approximately 250 pages, presumably blank, are torn out at the end of the volume. Microform copy in M501.

AFC 203-S2-SS3-F8 Inspector's Minute Book. -- 1879-1884. -- Bound volume, Microform. -- Box Number AFC 203-5
M501
Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains inspection reports for the London Asylum for the insane. Pages 1-180 contain nine inspection reports by J.W. Langmuir, dated January 2, 1879 to August 30, 1881; pages 181-210 contain three inspection reports by W.J. O'Reilly, dated May 15, 1882 to January 15, 1884. There are marginal annotations to the index in red ink, pages 211-394, 405 are blank, and 394-404 are wanting. Microform copy in M501.

AFC 203-S2-SS3-F9 Dr. E.P. Bucke Prescription Sheets. -- [1913]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3
Scope and Content
This file contains two sheets taken from the prescription pads of Dr. Edward Pardee Bucke, son of R.M. Bucke.

AFC 203-S2-SS3-F10 Nelson Henry Beemer Letter. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-3
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from Nelson Henry Beemer, an employee of the London Asylum for the Insane, to Mr. McIntyre thanking him for a monetary gift and kind words.
AFC 203-S3 Manuscripts and Articles.
1837-1903.
1 B&W photograph, 6 bound volumes, 3 textile crafts, 3 linen maps on rollers, Textual records

Scope and Content
This series consists of files containing Dr. Bucke's manuscripts, notes, reviews, lectures, facsimiles, and 1 photo of Francis Bacon, regarding the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy; manuscripts, notes, reviews, lectures, newspaper clippings, and addresses regarding cosmic consciousness and related topics; manuscripts, notes, reviews, lectures, reviews, and addresses regarding his friend, Walt Whitman; and accounts, manuscripts, notes and articles regarding his life and work. The files also contain 3 hand-woven crafts by Ina (Bucke) Seaborn, receipts belonging to Ina (Bucke) Seaborn, an invitation to the Masonic Ball, and copies of a lecture delivered by Horatio Walpole Bucke in Adelaide, Ontario.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S3-SS1 Bacon-Shakespeare Notes.
1891-1902.
1 B&W photograph, Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing Dr. Bucke's manuscripts, notes, reviews, lectures, facsimiles, and 1 photo of Francis Bacon, regarding the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F1 Rejoinder to Sloane Kennedy: Notes. -- [1896]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a draft rejoinder, in Dr. Bucke's hand, to an article by William Sloane Kennedy in an as yet unidentified publication.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F2 The Shakespearean Authorship: Questions to William Sloane Kennedy. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a reply from Dr. Bucke to William Sloane Kennedy's article "To Keep Green the Memory of a Gallent Man" in the Conservator, October 1896, p. 116-118. The reply was published in the Conservator, November 1896, p. 133-134.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F3 What Ben Johnson Thought About Shakspeare. -- 1896. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a typescript by Dr. Bucke that was published, with minor changes, as "What Ben Jonson Thought About Shakspere" in the Conservator, January 1897, p. 165-167. Replies to this article and to "The Shakespearean Authorship: Questions to William Sloane Kennedy" were published by Isaac Hull Platt in "Ben Jonson and the Authorship of 'Shakespeare': A Reply to Dr. Bucke," Conservator, March 1897, p. 7-8.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F4 Lawyer or Actor?. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a manuscript by Dr. Bucke that was published, with few changes, in the Conservator, April 1897, p. 20-23, in reply to "William Shakspere asks Leave to Be," I-II, by William Sloane Kennedy, Conservator, January 1897, p. 168-177 and February 1897, p. 179-182.
AFC 203-S3-SS1-F5 Ben Jonson and Shakespeare. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a manuscript by Dr. Bucke that appears, with minor changes, as an article of the same title in the Conservator, October 1897, p. 119-121, and is a reply to William Sloane Kennedy's articles "Identities of Thought and Phrase in Emerson and Whitman," Conservator, August 1897, p. 88-91 and "Another Dash into Bacon: Shakespeare," Conservator, September 1897, p. 102-103.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F6 Shakespeare or Bacon?. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a manuscript by Dr. Bucke, published, with minor changes, as "Shakespeare or Bacon? The Proof (Partly from a Just Discovered Anagram) That the Real Author of the So-Called 'Shakespeare' Drama was Francis Bacon," in the Canadian Magazine, September 1897, p. 363-378 and in Pearson's Magazine, July-December 1897, p. 97-99. The content of the manuscript comprises a lecture on the Baconian theory delivered at Western University, London, Ontario, March 27, 1897. Dr. Bucke's argument to demonstrate a close connection between Shakespearean drama and Bacon is later incorporated into "Cosmic Consciousness," 1902, chapter 9, VII, p. 134-138.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F7 Bacon-Shakespeare. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a carbon typescript copy of a letter printed in the Canadian Magazine, November 1897, p. 85-86. The article was submitted at the request of the editors of the magazine to the rejoinder "Hash, by Jasper" editorial, Toronto Globe, October 9, 1897.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F8 Bacon-Shakespeare Controversy: A Reply to Goldwin Smith. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a letter to "Jasper's Column" in the Toronto Globe, December 25, 1897, and a rejoinder to the article by Goldwin Smith "Not Dead Yet!" in the Canadian Magazine, December 1897, p. 97-99.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F9 Bacon's Claims to Authorship of Shakespeare Dramas. -- [1897-1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains part of an introduction to a letter or an article on the Baconian authorship of the Shakespeare plays.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F10 Bacon-Shakespeare Again. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of two articles with the same title, written by Dr. Bucke about the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F11 Bacon's Cipher on Shakspere's Tombstone. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6

Scope and Content
This file contains a discursive review Ignatius Donnelly's "The Cipher in the Plays, and on the Tombstone" and the carbon typescript for "Bacon's Cipher on Shakspere's Tombstone," published in the Canadian Magazine, January 1900, p. 272-275.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F12 Mr. W.H. and T.T.. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
This file contains copies of a typescript that may have been intended as an essay concerning the authorship of the Shakespeare Sonnets.

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F13 What Does Bacon Say?. -- [1900]. -- Textual records. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a typescript of the pre-annotated manuscript "What Does Bacon Himself Say? As to the Authorship of the S. Drama?"

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F14 What Does Bacon Himself Say? As to the Authorship of the S. Drama?. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a copy of a lecture delivered at the Y.W.C.A. in London, Ontario on March 23, 1900. It is the original, revised typescript of two carbon typescripts, the second of which is the manuscript "What Does Bacon Say?"

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F15 Remarks on the Reading of the Inscription. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a typescript that was later incorporated into the "Bacon is Shakespeare" manuscript.

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F16 The Authorship of the Montaigne Essays [1]. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a rough draft, in Dr. Bucke's hand, of a typescript of the same title and of the Montaigne discussion in the Bacon-Shakespeare manuscript.

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F17 The Authorship of the Montaigne Essays [2]. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a typescript of the rough draft of the same title and of the Montaigne discussion in the Bacon-Shakespeare manuscript. Included with the typescript are one blank cipher diagram and one leaf of charts in red and black ink, entitled "Montaigne Essays/Passages showing that the English is not a translation."

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F18 Bacon is Shakespeare. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains two copies, one draft in Bucke's hand and one typed, of a manuscript intended for publication in some unknown source. An introductory paragraph in the draft copy, deleted in lead pencil, appears as the introduction to the De Augmentis Cipher manuscripts.

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F19 Bacon is Shakespeare; The De Augmentis Cipher. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains notes, written in Dr. Bucke's hand, of a manuscript annotated as having been delivered as a paper to the London, Ontario Y.W.C.A. on March 23, 1900, entitled "What Does Bacon Himself Say? As to the Authorship of the S. Drama?" The draft was later incorporated almost in full into the typescript "Bacon is Shakespeare."

**AFC 203-S3-SS1-F20 Bacon is Shakespeare. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a typescript, likely submitted to a prospective publisher. It is essentially the typescript of "Bacon is Shakespeare; The De Augmentis Cipher," together with an expansion. The entire manuscript was later revised in slightly altered form in the "Bacon-Shakespeare" manuscript. Included with manuscript is a typed letter concerning placement of the 'cipher signatures' and addressed "To the Editorial Reader."

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F21 Bacon is Shakespeare - Scraps. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
Scope and Content
This file contains 15 leaves of notes, including 2 cipher diagrams, a note on "The Historical Plays," and a "List of photos & sent with 'Bacon is Shakespeare' to Muncey."

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F22 Bacon-Shakespeare: Scraps and Miscellaneous Notes. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
Scope and Content
This file contains 24 leaves, primarily Bacon-Shakespeare discussion, that include a list of sample manuscript titles, the "order of 'Shakespeare' signatures in MS so far," notations from the Dictionary of National Biography, and 1 leaf with poetic and philological notes not in Dr. Bucke's hand.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F23 Bacon-Shakespeare: Draft Notes. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
Scope and Content
This file contains a further set of draft notes, in Dr. Bucke's hand, on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy and later incorporated into "Bacon-Shakespeare."

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F24 Bacon Shakespeare: Miscellaneous Notes and Reproductions. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
Scope and Content
This file contains the title and dedication pages reproduced by Alfred Forman at Dr. Bucke's request from editions in the collection of the British Museum, a listing of books examined and those not examined by Forman, and a note in Dr. Bucke's hand.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F25 Bacon-Shakespeare Once More. -- 1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
Scope and Content
This file contains a reply to the editorial "Bacon-Shakespeare Once More," London Daily News, May 6, 1901, and the carbon typescript for an article of the same title published, with minor changes, in the Conservator, July 1901, p. 74-75. Included among manuscript leaves is a letter to Alfred Forman from G. Arbuthnot regarding the impossibility of raising Shakespeare's tombstone - the letter to which Dr. Bucke makes reference and from which he transcribes within the manuscript itself.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F26 Bacon-Shakespeare; Parts I, II, III. -- [1900-1902]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-6
Scope and Content
These files contains parts I-III of Dr. Bucke's manuscript on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy. 5 folders.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F27 Bacon-Shakespeare; Parts IV, V. -- [1900-1902]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7
Scope and Content
These files contains parts IV-V of Dr. Bucke's manuscript on the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy. 2 folders.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F28 Shakespeare or Bacon?. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box
Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Dr. Bucke's first extensive published writing on the Bacon-Shakespeare authorship question. Printed in Canadian Magazine, IX, 5, September 1897, p. 363-378 and X, 1, November 1897, p. 85-86.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F29 Shakespeare Dethroned. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a retitled publication of "Shakespeare or Bacon?"

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F30 Notebook VIII: The "Shakespeare" Sonnets. -- [1891]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains an autograph notebook of discussions of the Sonnets and their authorship, notes on the cosmic sense, and Walt Whitman and "Leaves of Grass."

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F31 Bacon is Shakespeare; Illustrations. -- [1897]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains mounted photo-facsimiles illustrating bibliographical comparisons of title and dedication pages for Dr. Bucke's Montaigne and Bacon-Shakespeare studies.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F32 Electroplate. -- [1900]. -- 1 wood-mounted electroplate. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

Scope and Content
This file contains a wood-mounted electroplate of the Shakespeare tombstone cipher.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F33 Bacon-Shakespeare: Printed Pages for Cipher Transliteration and Readings. -- [1897]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains 39 sheets, some annotated by Dr. Bucke, for transliteration and reading of the "Dedication of Shakespeare's Sonnets," 24 sheets for transliteration and reading of Montaigne's first, second and third books, and 28 sheets for transliteration of Ignatius Donnelly's reading of the tombstone.

AFC 203-S3-SS1-F34 Francis Bacon, When a Boy. -- 1899. -- B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains a portrait of Francis Bacon as a child.

AFC 203-S3-SS2 Cosmic Consciousness and Related Writings.
1837-1903.
3 bound volumes, 3 linen maps on rollers, Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing Dr. Bucke's manuscripts, notes, reviews, lectures, newspaper clippings, and addresses regarding cosmic consciousness and related topics.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F1 Cosmic Consciousness Selections. -- [1899]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of the pre-annotated manuscript "The Case of R.M.B." and were originally intended for inclusion in "Cosmic Consciousness." An earlier version of the manuscript is sketched in Dr. Bucke's article "Portraits of Walt Whitman."
AFC 203-S3-SS2-F2 Primeval Man, and Domestication of Fire. -- [1882]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Dr. Bucke's manuscript. Includes a discussion of "colour sense" in relation to the antiquity of man.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F3 The Domestication of Fire. -- [1882]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Dr. Bucke's manuscript.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F4 Mental Evolution. -- [1898]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of parts of Dr. Bucke's paper "Mental Evolution in Man," published in the Journal of Hygiene and Herald of Health, December 1897, p. 309-318. Includes a revised discussion of "colour sense" that was included in the paper "The Growth of the Intellect." This is the lecture delivered on November 30, 1898 at the Town Hall, St. Mary's, Ontario, on the occasion of an art loan exhibition and reported in the Stratford Evening Herald.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F5 A Sketch of the Evolution of the Human Intellect. -- 1899. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains a typed copy of Dr. Bucke's pre-annotated manuscript "Outlines of the Evolution of the Human Intellect" and adapted for delivery to the Medical Association.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F6 Outlines of the Evolution of the Human Intellect [1]. -- 1899-1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains an adaptation and revision of "A Sketch of the Evolution of the Human Intellect," utilizing portions of the original typescript with pencilled additions; corrections and revisions are incorporated into a later, revised and slightly expanded version of the same title. The address was likely intended to be delivered at the Hellmuth Ladies' College in London, Ontario.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F7 Outlines of the Evolution of the Human Intellect [2]. -- [1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Dr. Bucke's manuscript; a version that appears to have been the version prepared and read for the Froebel Society, London, Ontario.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F8 The Question of a Future Life. -- [1882]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains notes, in Dr. Bucke's hand, in which he further propounds the doctrine of immortality and evolution of moral nature, with which there are affinities to "Man's Moral Nature." Appears to have been prepared as a lecture.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F9 Notes on Prophecy, Liberalism and Socialism. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7

Scope and Content
This file contains notes in Dr. Bucke's hand.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F10 Cosmic Consciousness, Selected Notes. -- [1899-1900]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-7
This file contains notes in Dr. Bucke's hand that form part of a revised and annotated version of the pre-publication manuscript for "Cosmic Consciousness."

**AFC 203-S3-SS2-F11 Man's Moral Nature. -- 1879. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a copy of part of a text by Dr. Bucke. A review of Man's Moral Nature can also be found in the London Free Press, September 12, 1879.

**AFC 203-S3-SS2-F12 Cosmic Consciousness Address. -- 1894. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains newspaper clippings about Dr. Bucke's new theory, and a copy of the address read at the annual meeting of the Association of Philadelphia. It was published in American Medico-Psychological Proceedings, I, 1894, p. 316-327. It is also published under the heading "Mind Development. The New Faculty of Cosmic Consciousness" in the Toronto Globe, May 19, 1894. A rejoinder by Reverend M.P. Talling of London, entitled "Defects Discovered. The New Theory of Mental Development Criticized; Cosmic Consciousness" is published in the Toronto Globe, June 30, 1894.

**AFC 203-S3-SS2-F13 Cosmic Consciousness, I-II. -- 1894. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a copy of Dr. Bucke's paper, read before the Medico-Psychological Association and the Theosophical Society in Philadelphia. It was published in the Conservator, V, 3, May 1894, p. 37-39 and V, 4, June 1894, p. 51-54.

**AFC 203-S3-SS2-F14 Mental Evolution in Man, [Head of the Man of the Future]. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of a presidential address given by Dr. Bucke at the annual meeting of the British Medical Association. It is published in the following: British Medical Association Daily Journal, III, 1897, p. 32-34; Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette, XIII, 1897, p. 641-647; Medical Record, LII, 2, September 18, 1897, p. 414-417; Montreal Medical Journal, XXVI, 4, October 1897, p. 322-330; Journal of the American Medical Association, XXIX, 17, October 23, 1897, p. 821-824; Journal of Hygiene and Herald of Health, XLVII, 12, December 1897, p. 309-319. An illustrated newspaper report entitled "Head of the Man of the Future" is published in the Montreal Star, October 6, 1897.

**AFC 203-S3-SS2-F15 Cosmic Consciousness: A Correspondence, II-IV. -- 1902-1903. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of correspondence regarding Dr. Bucke's Cosmic Consciousness. It is published in the Conservator, XIII, no. 10, 11, and 12.


**Scope and Content**
These two bound notebooks contain Dr. Bucke's notes to the text (numbered 1-203) with minor revisions and corrections in black ink and lead pencil.

**AFC 203-S3-SS2-F17 [Notebook II] The Question of a Future Life. -- [1882]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This bound notebook contains medium revisions on draft notes of a manuscript by Dr.
AFC 203-S3-SS2-F18 [Notebook III] Short Essays on Divers Subjects. -- [1882]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains a note "On Religion" in Dr. Bucke's handwriting, perhaps intended as an introductory paragraph to an essay on religion - as a prime force contributing to progress and man's mental evolution. Pages 2-48 are blank.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F19 [Notebook IV] Notes on Education. -- [1882]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains draft notes by Dr. Bucke that were prepared as a lecture, possibly entitled "The Application of the Principles of Psychology to the Work of Teaching" for delivery to the Middlesex Teacher's Association.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F20 The Book of Job. -- 1874. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-16

Scope and Content
This bound notebook is a copybook in the hand of a copyist, incorporating the revision and corrections in Dr. Bucke's "Notebook V & VI: The Book of Job, Vol. I-II." Dr. Bucke's notes to the text are wanting.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F21 Books Referred to in Cosmic Consciousness. -- 1901. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-5

Scope and Content
This bound notebook contains Dr. Bucke's list of bibliographical entries for Cosmic Consciousness, numbered 1-208, listing scriptures, biographies, works of philosophers, poets and mystics, as well as books on and some scientific texts by anthropologists, philologists, and geologists. Annotated in pencil by Edwin Seaborn.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F22 Cosmic Consciousness - Part I - Original Typescript. -- 1894. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

Scope and Content
This file contains the original typescript of Part I of Dr. Bucke's Cosmic Consciousness.

AFC 203-S3-SS2-F23 The Book of Human Character, by Charles Bucke. -- 1837. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a paper written by Charles Bucke, published by Charles Knight & Co.

AFC 203-S3-SS3 Autobiographical Writings.
1840-1902.
5 bound volumes, 3 textile crafts, Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing Dr. Bucke's accounts, manuscripts, notes and articles regarding his life and work. The files also contain 3 hand-woven crafts by Ina (Bucke) Seaborn, receipts belonging to Ina (Bucke) Seaborn, an invitation to the Masonic Ball, and copies of a lecture delivered by Horatio Walpole Bucke in Adelaide, Ontario.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F1 The Discoverers of Silver in Nevada. -- 1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

Scope and Content
This file contains the handwritten original manuscript and a printed article about Allen and Hosea Grosh and Dr. Bucke, and their discovery of silver in Nevada.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F2 An Episode in the Life of R.M.B. -- 1888. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of an autobiographical account of Dr. Bucke's life.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F3 Notes for Life. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of an autobiographical account of Dr. Bucke's career and accomplishments, written in the third person. It would later form part of Dr. Bucke's obituaries, "Famous Expert Dies from a Fall" (Mail and Empire, February 21, 1092) and "Dr. Bucke's Last Words" (London Advertiser, February 22, 1902).

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F4 Notes for Answer to Goldwin Smith. -- 1897-1898. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Dr. Bucke's handwritten notes for a rejoinder to Goldwin Smith's article "Not Dead Yet!" (Canadian Magazine, December 1897, 97-99).

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F5 Events in the Early Life of a Canadian Author. -- 1880. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains a copies of a published letter (Bury and Norwich Post, and Suffolk Herald, July 13 1880) from Dr. Bucke to his uncle, Biggs Andrews, describing his life in the United States. It was originally written January 2, 1859.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F6 Twenty-Five Years Ago. -- 1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an article written by Dr. Bucke which describes his mining experiences from 1857-1859. Published in Overland Monthly, I (second series), 6, June 1883, p. 553-560.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F7 A True Story Worth Reading. -- 1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains an article whose text is identical to Dr. Bucke's article "Twenty-Five Years Ago." It is a reprint that was published in the popular Newspaper John Swinton's Paper, I, 1, October 14, 1883, p. 3.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F8 On the Humboldt. -- 1888. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an article, told in the form of fiction, detailing the true story of Dr. Bucke's experiences in his earlier life. Published in the London Advertiser, January 28, 1888.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F9 Letter re: the Countess of Aberdeen. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a letter to the editor from Dr. Bucke concerning the role of the Governor General in Canadian society and affairs. Printed in Saturday Night, June 5, 1897.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F10 The Discovery of the Comstock. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box
This file contains a copy of an article prompted by a letter of Duncan Gordon, entitled "The Tragedy of the Comstock. The Mystery of the Great Bonanza and the First Discovery of Silver in the West," to the editor of the New York Sun, November 29, 1897, of which an account is published in the London Free Press, November 30, 1897. Gordon connected the Grosh brothers and Dr. Bucke more closely with the discovery of the Comstock Mine than the facts appeared to justify, according to Dr. Bucke.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F11 Dr. Bucke's Last Words & Famous Expert Dies From a Fall. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

These files contain copies of obituary notices, incorporating an autobiographical account of Dr. Bucke's career and accomplishments, written in 1900 and intended for publication in a Toronto newspaper. Printed in the London Advertiser, February 22, 1902. See also "Notes for Life." 2 folders.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F12 Dr. Bucke's Latest Essay (Books that have influenced me). -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

This file contains an article published under the heading "Dr. Bucke's Latest Essay! Masterly Handling of the Influence on Us of the Books We Read." Printed in the London Daily News, February [22], 1902.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F13 Private Journal No. I. -- 1862. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-9

This bound notebook contains entries in Dr. Bucke's hand. Title page inscribed "R. Maurice Bucke/Medical Student/MacGill College/Montreal C.E./March 18th, 1862/No. I." Pages [ii-vi] blank; paginated 56-59, 68-69. Other leaves torn out. Includes poem entitled "Eo," untitled poem of ten stanzas, and poem entitled "Eo/To Jessie."

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F14 Private Journal No. II. -- 1863-1864. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-9

This bound notebook contains daily entries in Dr. Bucke's hand. Title page inscribed "R. Maurice Bucke, M.D., C.M./London. W.C. England/March 12th, 1863/No. II." Pages [ii-iv] blank; paginated 146-314. Pagination appears to be continuation of wanting pages 70-145 from Private Journal No. I. Page numbers 196, 197 and 254 entered twice.

AFC 203-S3-SS3-F15 Private Journal No. III. -- 1864-1868. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-9


AFC 203-S3-SS3-F16 List of Books Wanted. -- 1890-1901. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-9

This bound notebook has been converted into a scrapbook of clippings by Dr. Bucke with pasted journal and newspaper clippings over the original entries. The clippings include a printed circular for "The Wound Dresser," reviews and editorials from Canadian, American and British sources on Walt Whitman, "Calamus," "The Wound Dresser," the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy, as well as Dr. Bucke's lectures. Further clippings from a later
period were added by Edwin Seaborn.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F17 Commerce of Antiquity by H.W. Bucke. -- [1840]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains copies of a lecture by Horatio Walpole Bucke and delivered at the Anglican Church in Adelaide, Ontario.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F18 On the Duncan River. -- 1893. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a newspaper account extracted from a letter written by Maurice Andrews Bucke to his mother, Mrs. R.M. Bucke, from Kaslo Kootenay district, British Columbia.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F19 Incidents in the Early Life of Richard Maurice Bucke. -- 1853-1856. -- Linen map on rollers; 83 x 136 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-19**

*Scope and Content*
A linen map and legend, drawn in blue, red and black ink, with illustrations in blue, brown, and purple ink. Traces Dr. Bucke's journeys from London, Ontario, along the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers to Louisiana and northwest to Fort Leavensworth, Kansas, and the route of the wagon train west to Forts Kearney and Laramie, Salt Lake City, the Humboldt River and Gold Canyon, Nevada.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F20 The Journey of Allen Grosh and Richard Maurice Bucke Across the Sierra Nevada. -- 1857. -- Linen legend on rollers; 71 x 116 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-19**

*Scope and Content*
Legend, corresponds with map. Traces the trail from southern Lake Tahoe, California, to Gold Canyon, Nevada; Gold Canyon to Eagle Valley, Squaw Valley, and to Last Chance, California. Corresponds to AFC 203-S3-SS-F21.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F21 The Journey of Allen Grosh and Richard Maurice Bucke Across the Sierra Nevada. -- 1857. -- Linen map on rollers; 49.5 x 104 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-19**

*Scope and Content*
Map, corresponds with legend. Chronicles daily progress and traces the trail across the Sierra Nevada from Gold Canyon, Nevada, Washoe Lake, Lake Tahoe, Squaw Valley, and to Last Chance, California. Corresponds to AFC 203-S3-SS3-F20.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F22 E.P. Bucke's Journal. -- 1892-1894. -- Bound volume. -- Box Number AFC 203-9**

*Scope and Content*
This bound notebook contains the private journal of Edward Pardee Bucke, continued from a former diary and containing a record of events occurring at Upper Canada College and the Asylum for the Insane, London and elsewhere.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F23 Ina (Bucke) Seaborn Receipt Book & Crafts. -- [1878-1894]. -- 3 textile crafts, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains 3 hand-woven textile crafts (possibly bookmarks), made by Ina Bucke, as well as a decorated receipt book containing empty envelopes.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F24 Ina (Bucke) Seaborn Receipts. -- 1898-1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

*Scope and Content*
This file contains numerous receipts, belonging to Ina (Bucke) Seaborn, for various items.
and services, including fabric, alterations of dresses, hats, coats, plates, boots, corsets, photographs, and an ad to be placed in the London Free Press for a lost brooch.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F25** Proof of H.B. Forman's Portrait Book Plate, Given to R.M. Bucke. -- 1897. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a proof of H.B. Forman's book plate, given by him to Dr. Bucke.

**AFC 203-S3-SS3-F26** Masonic Ball Invitation. -- 1878. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains an invitation extended to Dr. Bucke "and ladies" for the Masonic Ball, January 4, 1878.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4 Writings About Walt Whitman. 1880-1902. Textual records**

*Scope and Content*
This sub-series consists of files containing Dr. Bucke's manuscripts, notes, reviews, lectures, reviews, and addresses regarding his friend, Walt Whitman.

*Restrictions*
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F1** Walt Whitman: Manuscript Leaves for "Walt Whitman". -- 1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains incomplete copies of some leaves from Dr. Bucke's manuscript "Walt Whitman," and are likely part of one of the earliest stages of the several drafts for Dr. Bucke's biography of the poet. The manuscript reveals Dr. Bucke's intention for "Walt Whitman" to illustrate by practical application the theories propounded in "Man's Moral Nature" (1879). At Whitman's insistence, references to "Man's Moral Nature" were eventually omitted in the biography.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F2** The Man Walt Whitman. -- 1889-1893. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a handwritten copy of a manuscript by Dr. Bucke on Walt Whitman, which may have originally been intended as a lecture or speech on the poet. The revised manuscript, incorporating portions of an earlier manuscript, is published with minor revisions as "The Man Walt Whitman" in "In Re Walt Whitman."

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F3** Memorandum re: Walt Whitman's Recovery. -- [1890]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a memorandum in Dr. Bucke's hand, regarding Walt Whitman's recovery from an illness. Includes a print of a drawing of Whitman.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F4** Letters Relating to Walt Whitman. -- 1880. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains copies of printed letters relating to Walt Whitman.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F5** The Saguenay. -- 1880. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a copy, in galley proof form, of a poem of 20 lines, printed with "The
Saguenay River, Letter from Walt Whitman," dated August 20, [1880]. The entire document was published in the London Advertiser, August 26, 1880.

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F6 Walt Whitman. -- 1882. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a brief biography of Walt Whitman, written by Dr. Bucke. Printed in The Family Circle, V, 11, May 1882, p. 170-171.

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F7 An Impromptu Criticism on the 900 page Volume "the Complete Poems and Prose of Walt Whitman". -- 1888-1889. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of the first and second editions of a text reviewing the works of Walt Whitman. These texts were discussed by Artem Lozynsky in "Whitman's Complete Poems and Prose: 'Bible' or 'Volume'?” in The Walt Whitman Review, XIX, 1, March 1973, p. 28-30, [34].

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F8 Rough Abstract and Condensation of Sarrazin's 'Walt Whitman.' -- 1888. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F9 Walt Whitman. -- 1889. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F10 Eulogy on Walt Whitman. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a eulogy on Walt Whitman, written by Dr. Bucke. Part of "At the Graveside of Walt Whitman: Harleigh, Camden, New Jersey, March 30th; and Sprigs of Lilac." by Horace Traubel. (1892, p. 14-18).

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F11 Whitman: Honors to the Dead. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of eulogies by Dr. Bucke and others at Walt Whitman's funeral at Harleigh, Camden, New Jersey, March 30, 1892. Printed in the Camden Post, March 30, 1892.

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F12 Walt Whitman Fellowship Papers: 'Memories of Walt Whitman' . -- 1894. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of papers by Dr. Bucke regarding Walt Whitman. Printed in the Walt Whitman Fellowship Papers, I, 6, September 1894, p. 35-45, and II, 9, November 1895, p. 23-30.

AFC 203-S3-SS4-F13 Was Walt Whitman Mad?. -- 1895. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a paper, written by Dr. Bucke and read by Thomas B. Harned on his behalf at the 2nd annual meeting of the Walt Whitman Fellowship in Philadelphia, May
This file contains a handwritten account of Dr. Bucke's interview with Alfred Lord Tennyson, mostly discussing Walt Whitman.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F23 Dr. Bucke's Notes on W.W.'s Last Illness. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a copy of pencilled notes extracted from the originals.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F24 Bucke R.M. Autograph, Ms. Jean Francis Millet & Walt Whitman - Unpublished Interview. -- [1880-1890]. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains notes, written in Dr. Bucke's hand, from an interview between Walt Whitman and Ms. Jean Francis Millet.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F25 Last Days. -- 1892. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-8**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains copies of notes about Walt Whitman's final days, written by Dr. Bucke.

**AFC 203-S3-SS4-F26 Electroplate. -- 1 wood-mounted electroplate. -- Box Number AFC 203-10**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a wood-mounted electroplate of a portrait of Walt Whitman.
This series consists of files containing diplomas, certificates, indentures, and tributes belonging to Dr. Bucke and members of his family.

Scope and Content

This file contains a testimonial tribute, in subscribed format, to Dr. Bucke from his friends in Sarnia thanking him for his service in the town, and offering to present him with a gold watch. It is signed by several members of the community.

This file contains a testimonial tribute, in presentational format, to Dr. Bucke from his friends in Sarnia thanking him for his service in the town, and offering to present him with a gold watch. It is signed by several members of the community.

Dr. Bucke's diploma from McGill College for the degrees Doctor of medicine and Master of Chirurgery. May 6, 1862.


Certificate of copyright for 'Walt Whitman,' by Richard Maurice Bucke.

Certificate of copyright for 'Walt Whitman,' by Richard Maurice Bucke.

Certificate of copyright for 'Walt Whitman,' by Richard Maurice Bucke.

Certificate of copyright for 'Walt Whitman,' by Richard Maurice Bucke.
This file contains a probate regarding the estate of the deceased Dr. Bucke, a memorandum of government fees, documents filed, petitions, affidavits, inventory and valuation of personal property, inventory and valuation of real estate property, a copy of his handwritten will, and two typed copies of the same will.

AFC 203-S4-F9 Legal Case: Margaret Alexandria Ross v. R.M. Bucke. -- 1890-1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains a statement of claim, statement of defense, notice of motion, and affidavit in the case of Margaret Alexandria Ross (employee of the Asylum, accused of stealing) v. Richard Maurice Bucke.

AFC 203-S4-F10 H.W. Bucke vs. Thomson & vs. Morrison. -- 1849. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains legal documents pertaining to the case of Horatio Walpole Bucke v. Henry L. Thompson.

AFC 203-S4-F11 Certificate of Confirmation of Jessie Gurd & Baptism Certificate of E.P. Bucke. -- 1854-1876. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains the certificate of confirmation of Jessie Gurd, Dr. Bucke's wife, and the baptism certificate of Edward Pardee Bucke, Dr. Bucke's son.

AFC 203-S4-F12 Release of Mortgage: Philip Eustace Bucke. -- 1900. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains the legal document outlining the release of mortgage of Philip Eustace Bucke, Dr. Bucke's brother.

AFC 203-S4-F13 R.M. Bucke v. John Murray. -- 1866. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains a list of convictions in Lambton County, including that of R.M. Bucke v. John Murray.

AFC 203-S4-F14 Memorandum of Agreement between J.M. Godfrey and William Augustus Bucke & Henry Colin Pope. -- 1894. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains a memorandum of agreement between J.M. Godfrey, William Augustus Bucke and others.

AFC 203-S4-F15 Indenture: Horatio Walpole Bucke. -- 1838. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Indenture of Horatio Walpole Bucke, acknowledging receipt of his payment to Philip Bartaux.

AFC 203-S4-F16 Property Reassignments. -- 1893-1982. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains a list of properties owned by Dr. Bucke and his family and their transfers of ownership.
AFC 203-S5 Photographs.
1840-1902.
3 bound photograph albums, 2 drawings, 23 negatives, 72 B&W photographs, 3 col. photographs, 2 copper card plates, 3 electroplates

**Scope and Content**
This series consists of files containing photographs of Dr. Bucke and his family members, as well as electroplates, drawings and negatives relating to him and his family.

**AFC 203-S5-F1 Drawing of the Bucke Homestead, "Creek Farm," Near London, Upper Canada.**
-- [1840]. -- 1 drawing, 1 B&W negative. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a drawing and a negative of the Bucke homestead, "Creek Farm," near London, Upper Canada by Dr. Edward H. Bucke and given to his daughter, Martha Clarissa Wilhelmina (Patti) Bucke in 1885 by her uncle, Ned Palmer.

**AFC 203-S5-F2 Photo Album I.** -- Photo album. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a photograph album with photographic portraits of the Bucke and Gurd families, friends and associates, with loose photographs added.

**Restrictions**
Originals are not available for access due to their physical condition; photocopies available for access.

**AFC 203-S5-F3 Photo Album II.** -- Photo album. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a photograph album with photographic portraits of the Bucke and Gurd families, friends and associates, with loose photographs added.

**Restrictions**
Originals are not available for access due to their physical condition; photocopies available for access.

**AFC 203-S5-F4 Photo Album III.** -- Photo album. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a photograph album with photographic portraits of the Gurd family and friends, with loose photographs added.

**Restrictions**
Originals are not available for access due to their physical condition; photocopies available for access.

**AFC 203-S5-F5 Portrait of R.M. Bucke by one of his fellow students at McGill.** -- 1861. -- 1 drawing. -- Box Number AFC 203-16

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a portrait of Dr. Bucke, drawn by one of his fellow medical students at McGill.

**AFC 203-S5-F6 Electroplate.** -- 1 wood-mounted electroplate. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a wood-mounted electroplate of a portrait of Dr. Bucke.

**AFC 203-S5-F7 Portraits of R.M. Bucke.** -- 3 B&W photographs. -- Box Number AFC 203-16

**Scope and Content**
This file contains portraits of Dr. Bucke, two of him in a hat and one without. The photos of him in a hat are copies of the one Jameson used as the cover of her catalogue.

**AFC 203-S5-F8 Bucke Family Photographs.** -- [1878]. -- 15 B&W photographs, 14 B&W
negatives. -- Box Number AFC 203-10

Scope and Content
This file contains photographs of Dr. Bucke and some family members, including his sister, Alice Bucke, wife, Jessie Maria (Gurd) Bucke, children Ina Matilda Bucke, Jessie Clare Bucke, Maurice Andrews Bucke, William Augustus Bucke, Edward Pardee Bucke, and Robert Walpole, 2nd Earl of Oxford.

AFC 203-S5-F9 Bucke Family Business Card Plates. -- 2 copper card plates, 1 printed business card. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains the copper business card plates of Dr. Bucke and Mrs. Bucke and the printed business card of Dr. E.P. Bucke.

AFC 203-S5-F10 Portrait of Charles Darwin. -- 1 B&W photograph; 45.5 x 37.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait of Charles Darwin; includes biography on reverse side.

AFC 203-S5-F11 Portrait of R.M. Bucke. -- 1878. -- 1 col. photograph; 46.5 x 37.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait of R.M. Bucke.

AFC 203-S5-F12 Portrait of R.M. Bucke. -- 1878. -- 1 col. photograph; 48 x 38.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait of R.M. Bucke.

AFC 203-S5-F13 Portrait of Jessie Maria (Gurd) Bucke. -- 1878. -- 1 col. photograph; 48 x 38.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait of Jessie Maria (Gurd) Bucke.

AFC 203-S5-F14 Portrait of R.M. Bucke. -- 1 B&W photograph; 33 x 24.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait of R.M. Bucke in a hat.

AFC 203-S5-F15 Portrait of Thomas Henry Huxley. -- 1 B&W photograph; 45.5 x 37.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait of Thomas Henry Huxley; includes biography on reverse side.

AFC 203-S5-F16 Portrait signed by Thomas W. [Reeve]. -- 1 B&W photograph; 33.5 x 27.5 cm. -- Box Number AFC 203-16
Scope and Content
Portrait signed "Yours truly, Thomas W. [Reeve]"

AFC 203-S5-F17 Boating Scene. -- [1899-1900]. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17
Scope and Content
Boating scene at Liberty Island, group photo of young people, Bucke family: Ina, Robert Walpole, etc.

AFC 203-S5-F18 Boat on Water. -- [1889-1900]. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17
Liberty Island, boat on water, flags at each end, 5 people on board.

AFC 203-S5-F19 Fishing. -- [1889-1900]. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Two men in boat fishing at Liberty Island.

AFC 203-S5-F20 Sarah McDonald Sheridan Portrait. -- 1900. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Portrait of Sarah McDonald Sheridan, signed "For Dr. Maurice Bucke with affectionate greetings from Sarah McDonald Sheridan, Atlanta, Georgia, Feb. 1900."

AFC 203-S5-F21 Liberty Island Group Photos. -- 1896. -- 3 B&W photographs. -- Box Number AFC 203-17


AFC 203-S5-F22 Portrait of R.M. Bucke with Hat. -- 1889. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Portrait of Dr. Bucke with hat on.

AFC 203-S5-F23 R.M. Bucke and [William A. Kittermaster]. -- 1896. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Photograph of Dr. Bucke and possibly his nephew, William A. Kittermaster, standing beside a display of fish at Dr. Bucke's summer retreat at Liberty Island, Muskoka, Ontario.

AFC 203-S5-F24 Group Photos on Porch. -- [1896]. -- 2 B&W photographs. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Photographs of group on porch of Dr. Bucke's Liberty Island cabin, including Dr. and Mrs. Bucke.

AFC 203-S5-F25 Canoes. -- [1889-1900]. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Photograph of male and female rowers in canoes at Liberty Island.

AFC 203-S5-F26 Interior of Cabin. -- 1896. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Photograph of the interior of Dr. Bucke's Liberty Island cabin, Edward Pardee Bucke and Lizzie Gurd are seated in the corner.

AFC 203-S5-F27 Campfire Group Photo. -- 1896. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17

Group photograph of Dr. Bucke and his family and friends beside a campfire at Liberty Island.

AFC 203-S5-F28 Liberty Island. -- [1889-1900]. -- 7 B&W photographs. -- Box Number AFC 203-17
Scope and Content
Scenic photographs around Liberty Island, Dr. Bucke's summer retreat, Muskoka, Ontario.

AFC 203-S5-F29 Camping at Liberty Island. -- [1889-1900]. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17
Scope and Content
Photograph of Harold L. Bucke and Dr. Manchester in front of a tent at Liberty Island.

AFC 203-S5-F30 Photographs of R.M. Bucke and Family. -- [1861-1902]. -- 28 B&W photographs, 8 negatives. -- Box Number AFC 203-10
Scope and Content
This file contains photographs and negatives of Dr. Bucke and his family, including a copy of a drawing of Dr. Bucke, drawn by one of his fellow medical students at McGill; a wedding portrait of Dr. Bucke and Jessie Maria Gurd; portraits of Dr. Bucke in a hooded robe; a photo of Dr. Bucke holding a chipmunk; portrait of Dr. Bucke with cape and cane; portrait of Dr. Bucke reading a book; copy of a photo of Dr. Bucke and his nephew, William Kittermaster standing in front of a display of fish at his summer retreat; a photo of Dr. Bucke, his son Robert Walpole and his nephew Norman Gurd, standing on a dock at his summer retreat; portraits of Dr. Bucke seated at his desk in the Medical Superintendent's office; photo of Dr. Bucke and Romaine Elliot sitting in a horse-drawn carriage; group photo of Dr. Bucke, his wife, children Edward Pardee, Robert Walpole, Jessie Clare and Ina Matilda, with Romaine Elliot, seated on the veranda steps of the Medical Superintendent's house; and various other portraits of Dr. Bucke and his family.

AFC 203-S5-F31 Bucke Family Portrait. -- 1897-01-08. -- 1 B&W photograph. -- Box Number AFC 203-17
Scope and Content
Group portrait of Bucke family, includes Dr. Bucke, Jessie Maria (his wife), and all of his living children: Maurice Andrews, Jessie Clare, William Augustus, Edward Pardee, Ina Matilda, Harold Langmuir and Robert Walpole. Photograph taken by Edy, and is inscribed on verso: "Will accept this with my love, Maurice (New Years 1897)" and "W.A. Bucke from [Ma] Bucke."
AFC 203-S6 Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke Collection.
1876-1990.
1 linen map, 1 B&W photograph, 1 col. poster, Textual records, 7 bound volumes

Scope and Content
This series consists of files containing programmes, scrapbooks, advertising testimonials, articles, theses, and poems written by others about Dr. Bucke and his work at the London Asylum for the Insane, circulars, letters, manuscripts, articles, theses, and newspaper clippings written by others and relating to Dr. Bucke and his theory and study of 'cosmic consciousness,' circulars, letters, manuscripts, articles, theses, invitations, and newspaper clippings written by others and relating to Dr. Bucke and Walt Whitman, reviews, letters, manuscripts, articles, and newspaper clippings written by others and relating to Dr. Bucke and the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy, and circulars, letters, manuscripts, articles, photographs, drawings, newspaper clippings, a movie poster and a map written by others and relating to Dr. Bucke's life, studies, and friends.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S6-SS1 Asylum.
1876-1982.
Textual records, 7 bound volumes

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing programmes, scrapbooks, advertising testimonials, articles, theses, and poems relating to Dr. Bucke and his work at the London Asylum.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F1 First Athletic Sports to be Held on the Asylum Grounds. -- 1888-09-14.
-- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a printed programme for a sports event at the London Asylum, listing 15 contests, prizes to be won, and the names of participating London patrons.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F2 Opening of Amusement Season. -- 1895-10-15. -- Textual record. --
Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a printed programme listing presentations by the London Asylum Orchestra, Asylum Juniors, and Asylum Amateur Dramatic Club.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F3 Asylum Scrapbooks. -- 1876-1902. -- Microform. -- Box Number M501
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Asylum scrapbooks. The 2 volumes includes press clippings, programmes, and miscellaneous items relating to the Asylum and Dr. Bucke and were compiled at the London Asylum office. Most of the clippings are from local newspapers, notably the London Free Press, frequently critical of Bucke, and the London Advertiser, which usually took Bucke's part in any controversy. The numerous items in the scrapbook are a valuable source of information on Dr. Bucke's professional work at the Asylum.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F4 Advertising Testimonial. -- 1901-07-27. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an advertising testimonial for products of the Battle Creek Sanitarium Company, London, Ontario.
AFC 203-S6-SS1-F5 A Historical Sketch of Our Canadian Institutions for the Insane. -- 1898. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Thomas Joseph Workman Burgess' article, reprinted from the Transactions of the Royal Canadian Society of Canada, 1898, p. 33-36.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F6 The Compleat Psychiatrist; Dr. R.M. Bucke's Twenty-five Years as Medical Superintendent, Asylum for the Insane, London, Ontario. -- 1877-1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Cyril Greenland's article, printed in the Canadian Psychiatric Association Journal, XVII, 1, February 1972, p. 71-77.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F7 The Institutional Care of the Insane in the United States and Canada. -- 1917. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of part of Henry Mills Hurd's book.

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Rainer K.F. Baehre's M.Phil. Thesis, University of Waterloo.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F9 "In Charge of the Loons": A Portrait of the London, Ontario Asylum for the Insane in the Nineteenth Century. -- 1982. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F10 Asylum for the Insane, London. -- 1980. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of William Eadie's poem.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F11 Gynecological Operations on the Insane. -- 1980. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Wendy Mitchinson's article, printed in Archivaria,10, Summer 1980.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F12 Diary of Dr. Charles A. Sippi. -- 1893-1897. -- 5 bound volumes. -- Box Number AFC 203-18
Scope and Content
This file contains the 5 volumes of the diary of Dr. Charles Augustus Sippi, bursar of the London Asylum for the Insane from 1887-1906, and contains frequent references to Dr. Bucke and members of his family, Asylum and city business, social, musical and sporting occasions. Dr. Sippi was the acknowledged leader of the musical and social events for which the Asylum was well known.

AFC 203-S6-SS1-F13 Diary of Dr. Charles A. Sippi. -- 1893-1897. -- 2 bound volumes. -- Box Number AFC 203-18
Scope and Content
This file contains a typescript of 173 numbered leaves of the diary of Dr. Charles Augustus Sippi, with addendum: "The Italian Contributions to the Development of Music in Ontario. By Emilio Goggio," pp. 174-180. Index of 9 pages at end of volume. Transcript of extracts
from his diary.

**AFC 203-S6-SS2 Medical and Cosmic Consciousness Studies.**
1879-1970.

**Textual records**

*Scope and Content*
This sub-series consists of files containing circulars, letters, manuscripts, articles, theses, and newspaper clippings relating to Dr. Bucke and his theory and study of 'cosmic consciousness.'

*Restrictions*
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F1 Circulars.** -- 1901-1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

*Scope and Content*
This file contains printed circulars for "Cosmic Consciousness."

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F2** Letter from William B. Scott to Harry Buxton Forman. -- 1879-08-24. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a letter from William B. Scott to Harry Buxton Forman with a critique of Dr. Bucke's "Man's Moral Nature."

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F3 Evolution of the Human Intellect.** -- 1900-05-30. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a newspaper account of a speech by Dr. Bucke.

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F4 The Higher Consciousness, a Little Introduction to Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke's "Cosmic Consciousness".** -- 1924. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a copy of Henry Scholey Saunders' manuscript.

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F5 Cosmic Consciousness.** -- 1970. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a copy of Robert Charles Zaehner's article, published in the author's "Concordant Discord: the Interdependence of Faiths."

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F6 "Cosmic Consciousness" - Then and Now: the Evolutionary Mysticism of Richard Maurice Bucke.** -- 1964. -- Microform. -- Box Number AFC 203-15

*Scope and Content*

**AFC 203-S6-SS2-F7 The Cosmic Flash.** -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

*Scope and Content*
This file contains a copy of Hope Gould Robinson's article.

**AFC 203-S6-SS3 Walt Whitman.**
1833-1972.

**Textual records**

*Scope and Content*
This sub-series consists of files containing circulars, letters, manuscripts, articles, theses, invitations, and newspaper clippings relating to Dr. Bucke and Walt Whitman.

*Restrictions*
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F1 Dr. Bucke's New Book: Walt Whitman. -- 1883. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a circular for Dr. Bucke's "Walt Whitman."

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F2 Over-sea Greeting. -- 1891-08-01. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an extract by Horace Traubel from the Camden Post, printed as a pamphlet.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F3 Walt Whitman Fellowship Invitations. -- 1896-1901. -- Textual record. - - Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains invitations to Walt Whitman Fellowship meetings.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F4 Books by Dr. R.M. Bucke and Walt Whitman. -- 1901. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a printed circular advertising Dr. Bucke's books, those of Whitman's that he had edited, and a few remainders of earlier editions of Whitman's works.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F5 Lecture on Walt Whitman. -- 1900-03-14. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a newspaper account of a speech by Dr. Bucke.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F6 The Letters of Dr. Richard Maurice Bucke to Walt Whitman. -- 1977. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of the abstract of Artem Lozynsky's article.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F7 Dr. Bucke, Whitman's Canadian Friend. -- 1944. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of the Manitoba Arts Review, IV, Winter 1944, which contains Edmund Grindlay Berry's article, p. 5-13.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F8 Walt Whitman and His Doctors. -- 1964. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Charles E. Feinberg's article, printed in the Archives of Internal Medicine, CXIV, 6, December 1964, p. 834-842.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F9 Walt Whitman, May 31, 1918 - March 26, 1892: Sesquicentenary Recollections. -- 1969-08-09. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Cyril Greenland's article, printed in the Canadian Medical Association Journal, CI, 3, August 1969, p. 152-158.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F10 Richard Maurice Bucke and Walt Whitman. -- 1971. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Harold Jaffe's article, printed in the Canadian Review of American Studies, II, 1, Spring 1971, p. 37-47.
AFC 203-S6-SS3-F11 Artem Lozynsky Articles. -- 1972-1975. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copies of Artem Lozynsky's articles on Walt Whitman.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F12 Walt Whitman: a Fardel of Admirers. -- 1965. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F13 Variants of R.M. Bucke's "Walt Whitman". -- 1968. -- Textual record. - - Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of William White's article, printed in Serif, V, 4, December 1968, p. 25-29.

AFC 203-S6-SS3-F14 Portrait Gallery of Whitman Writers. -- 1927. -- Microform. -- Box Number AFC 203-15
Scope and Content
This file contains a collection of portraits of individuals who wrote about Walt Whitman, and includes quotations and an index, compiled by Henry S. Saunders.

AFC 203-S6-SS4 Bacon-Shakespeare.
1897-1902.
Textual records
Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing reviews, letters, manuscripts, articles, and newspaper clippings relating to Dr. Bucke and the Bacon-Shakespeare controversy.
Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S6-SS4-F1 Book Review of "Are the Shakespeare Plays Signed by Francis Bacon?". -- 1897-08-28. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a book review of Isaac Hull Platt's "Are the Shakespeare Plays Signed by Francis Bacon?"

AFC 203-S6-SS4-F2 Bacon or Shakespeare?. -- 1899-02-03. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of a newspaper clipping about Ignatius Donnelly's new book.

AFC 203-S6-SS4-F3 Letter from B. Arbuthnot to Alfred Forman. -- 1901-05-10. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from B Arbuthnot to Alfred Forman reporting that the vicar cannot sanction the raising of Shakespeare's tombstone "in order to discover if there is another stone under the present one."

AFC 203-S6-SS4-F4 Index to "Bacon-Shakespear Controversy". -- 1902-1908. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14
Scope and Content
This file contains an index by P.E. Bucke to "The Bacon-Shakespear Controversy."

AFC 203-S6-SS4-F5 Synopsis of the Reading of Shakespeare's Tombstone According
AFC 203-S6-SS5 Personal and Biographical Works, 1880-1990.

1 linen map, 2 drawings, 1 B&W photograph, 1 col. poster, Textual records

Scope and Content
This sub-series consists of files containing circulars, letters, manuscripts, articles, photographs, drawings, newspaper clippings, a movie poster and a map relating to Dr. Bucke's life, studies, and friends.

Restrictions
Open. Records are available for consultation without restriction.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F1 First Circular of the Gurd Meter Company, of London, Ontario: The Gurd Water-Meter. -- 1891. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of a printed advertising circular, with Dr. Bucke listed as President of the Board of Directors.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F2 Letters from William White to Harry Buxton Forman. -- 1902-02-21. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a letter from William White to Harry Buxton Forman, enclosing a newspaper clipping of Dr. Bucke's obituary.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F3 Journey of Allen Grosh and Richard Maurice Bucke Across the Sierra Nevada. -- Linen map. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Edwin Seaborn's map of Dr. Bucke's journey across the Sierra Nevada.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F4 Richard Maurice Bucke; Catalogue to the Exhibition. -- 1963. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of "Richard Maurice Bucke; Catalogue to the Exhibition."

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F5 Complete Index to the Conservator. -- 1920. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of an index to the Conservator.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F6 Richard Maurice Bucke, M.D. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F7 Memorial Notices. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Thomas Joseph Workman Burgess and Charles Kirk Clarke's article.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F8 Richard Maurice Bucke, M.D. -- 1915. -- Textual record. -- Box
AFC 203-S6-SS5-F11 A Doctor of Mysticism: Richard Maurice Bucke. -- 1961. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of John Robert Colombo's article, printed in the Canadian Theosophist, XLI, 6, January 1961, p. 133-139.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F12 Richard Maurice Bucke and the Sources of Genius. -- 1964-1965. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Blodwen Davies' article, printed in the Dr. S. Radhakrishnan Souvenir Volume, 1964.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F13 Cyril Greenland Articles. -- 1963-1967. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F14 R.M. Bucke, Pioneer Psychiatrist, Practical Mystic. -- 1967. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of James Robert Horne's article, printed in Ontario History, LIX, 3, September 1967, p. 197-208.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F15 Unsigned Tribute to Dr. R.M. Bucke. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Elbert Hubbard's tribute.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F16 Two Radicals: Richard Maurice Bucke and Lawren Harris. -- 1976. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Brian Lauder's article, printed in the Dalhousie Review, LVI, 2, Summer 1976, p. 307-318.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F17 R.M. Bucke - Pioneer Psychiatrist. -- 1965. -- Textual record. --
Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Ben Shek's article, printed in the McGill News, XLVI, 1, February 1965, p. 23-24.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F18 The Life and Work of Richard Maurice Bucke, an Appraisal. -- 1937. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of George Herbert Stevenson's article, printed in the American Journal of Psychiatry, XCIII, 5, March 1937, p. 1127-1154.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F19 Rediscovering R.M. Bucke. -- 1965. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains a copy of Hamilton Baird Timothy's article, printed in Western Ontario Historical Notes, XXI, 1, March 1965, p. 34-40.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F20 Dr. Bucke in Perspective. -- 1961. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of Beatrice E. Treat's article, printed in the Rosicrucian Digest, XXXIX, 11, November 1961, p. 424-427.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F21 The R.M. Bucke Memorial Society. -- 1981. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains copies of the R.M. Bucke Memorial Society's newsletters.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F22 Articles About RMB. -- 1880-1992. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains various articles relating to Dr. Bucke.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F23 Newspaper Clippings on R.M.B.. -- 1902-1973. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-14

Scope and Content
This file contains various newspaper clippings relating to Dr. Bucke.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F24 Family Clippings. -- 1909-1950. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-15

Scope and Content
The file contains newspaper clippings about Dr. Bucke and his family members.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F25 Obituaries on R.M.B.. -- 1902-1937. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-15

Scope and Content
The file contains newspaper clippings about Dr. Bucke's death and a memorial poem.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F26 Lectures on R.M. Bucke. -- 1913-1990. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-15

Scope and Content
The file contains programs, manuscripts, and scheduled notices of lectures about Dr. Bucke.

AFC 203-S6-SS5-F27 Beautiful Dreamers. -- 1990. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-15
The file contains newspaper clippings, articles, and a synopsis about the 1990 Canadian-made film "Beautiful Dreamers," which outlines Walt Whitman's visit to Dr. Bucke in 1880.

**AFC 203-S6-SS5-F28 "Obituary: Richard Maurice Bucke" by Charles K. Clarke. -- 1902. -- Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-15**

**Scope and Content**
The file contains an obituary for Dr. Bucke written by his friend and fellow psychiatrist, Dr. Charles Kirk Clarke.

**AFC 203-S6-SS5-F29 Mary Ann Jameson - Bucke Catalogue Material. -- 1978. -- Textual record, 1 drawing. -- Box Number AFC 203-15**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains notes, plans, correspondence, a drawing of a crest, and an advertisement for Mary Ann Jameson's "Richard Maurice Bucke: A Catalogue Based on the Collections of the University of Western Ontario Libraries."

**AFC 203-S6-SS5-F30 Friends of R.M. Bucke. -- 1 B&W photo, Textual record. -- Box Number AFC 203-15**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains material relating to some of Dr. Bucke's friends and correspondents, including 1 photograph of Harry Buxton Forman, and correspondence and a newspaper clipping about Horace Traubel.

**AFC 203-S6-SS5-F31 Leonardo da Vinci Drawing. -- 1 drawing. -- Box Number AFC 203-15**

**Scope and Content**
This file contains a drawing of Leonardo da Vinci, with a footnote reading: "Dr. R.M. Bucke by Leonardo da Vinci with thanks for a nice article, Albert [...]."

**AFC 203-S6-SS5-F32 Beautiful Dreamers Poster. -- 1990. -- 1 col. poster. -- Box Number MC 6-8**

**Scope and Content**
A colour poster advertising the film "Beautiful Dreamers," released 1990.